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Security

Ensure a strong level of
interoperability by using open
protocols which have third-party
listing laboratories to verify adherence
to your protocol’s form and function.

Employ a single sign on (SSO)
architecture with compliance to
scalable credentialing architectures
and secure tunneling methodologies
such as BACnet virtual private
networks (B/VPN).

Select lifecycle-centric
manufacturers who minimize the
negative impacts of waste with
long-term warranty and repair
services while adhering to WEEE,
RoHS, R2, and LEED directives.

Specify integrated FDD (IFDD) that
delivers real-time fault detection,
step-by-step root-cause diagnostics
while using all your existing cabling
structures, including twisted-pair
networks.

Enjoy the long-term benefits of
suppliers who engineer a path
forward to new technologies while
remaining backward compatible
without third-party gateways or
hardware replacement.

Insist on timely analytics for all
stakeholders with complete control
of formatting and scheduling while
retaining full ownership of your data
and the reports generated.

Stay on top of regular advances in
technology with supplier-certified,
multi-lingual online educational
videos, technical documentation,
software updates, and advanced
leader lead training.

Create better-connected spaces
with real-time access to occupancy,
lighting, ventilation, and thermal
comfort levels, using a holistic
mobile-centric experience.

Choose from a global network of
factory-certified service partners
who are passionate about long term,
consistent, local support for you and
your buildings.

MINIMAL
WASTE

BACKWARD
COMPATIBLE

TRAINING
& SUPPORT

FACTORYCERTIFIED
SERVICE

Sustainability requires a high level of integration between HVAC, lighting, and security
systems. The art of building sustainability skillfully combines this integration with other
technological and supporting elements that must endure over the long term. When these
additional elements are maintained over the life of your building, true building
sustainability emerges. To learn more about the ART of Building Sustainability please visit
reliablecontrols.com/TABS
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Editorial

Back to Business:
New Challenges as the World
Economy Gradually Rebounds

Dear Readers
As the global economy gradually rebounds from the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, the building
automation system (BAS) industry continues to adapt and redefine best practices in an effort to
return to “business as usual.”
Throughout the pandemic, Contemporary Controls’ manufacturing facility at our U.S. headquarters
remained fully operational in compliance with revised federal and local safety protocols. However,
remaining open in both our UK and German locations was more of a challenge due to prevailing
national laws. Employees in these locations often needed permission slips to show their travel was
essential.
We implemented a work-from-home policy for employees who were able to work remotely. Overnight,
our employees around the globe transformed their living spaces into offices and virtual meeting
rooms, and we had to quickly learn how to make work-from-home secure and effective.
At all our locations, we have returned to the office according to national and local guidelines. But
Covid has still not gone away, and we are working to get back to normal. We foresee that will include
a hybrid workforce, allowing employees who can work remotely to do so part of the time and come
into the office a few days a week.
We continue to see restrictions on in-person meetings and trade shows, especially those that require
international travel as some countries implement travel bans and two-week self-quarantines for
foreign visitors. In the Middle East, businesses have become more digital and some tradeshows (in
the Middle East and elsewhere) require QR codes for distributing material instead printed content.
They are also restricting gatherings of small groups in common areas and big groups at stands.
We can apply lessons we learned during this pandemic to create new and improved best practices for
communication and information sharing that are secure, safe, and user-friendly.

George Thomas
President
Contemporary Controls
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Dubai CommerCity: E-commerce Hub
Demanding Cloud-Based Building Automation
Dubai building projects are always known for
setting records. This is no less the case with
the extensive Dubai CommerCity project, which
is considered the largest free trade zone for
e-commerce in the Middle East, North Africa
and South Asia. The project requires optimised
building automation with a high degree of economy – and SAUTER Middle East delivered.
The Dubai CommerCity project is a real estate
project near Dubai International Airport. The
investment amounts to around one billion US dollars. It is the first free trade zone for e-commerce
in the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia
regions. Dubai CommerCity offers both established e-commerce partners and start-ups an
optimal development environment for their businesses. This all-in-one e-commerce hub is also
intended to attract additional foreign investments to Dubai.

ters: a Business Cluster with a development area
and a leasable area spread over 12 office buildings. The Logistics Cluster offering warehouses
and fulfillment centers of any sizes from 200 m2 to
over 20,000 m2. Finally, the Social Cluster housing
restaurants and cafes, as well as leisure facilities
and event and multi-purpose halls.
The Free Zone is equipped with solar panels and
the desert heat is defied by a district cooling

Three clusters
Ground was broken in 2019 and the hub became
operational in 2021. Dubai CommerCity, which
spans across an area of more than 2.1 million
sq. ft or 200,000 m2, is divided into three clus-

6
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system and a thermal air conditioning unit that
supports during peak and partial load operation. Most of the building services are located
in a central utility cluster. Intelligent field devices
ensure that, on the one hand, building comfort is
guaranteed in the many different cluster rooms
and areas and, on the other hand, the building technology functions effectively and, in an
energy-saving manner.

Solutions

Building management system architecture for Dubai CommerCity

IoT and cloud technology in building
automation
For Dubai CommerCity occupants, the use
of digital technologies such as cloud services
or IoT is a matter of course. The proposal
to use the modulo 6 system from SAUTER
quickly met with approval from investors
due to its high performance, integration
capability, security, and ease of use.
The fact that many functionalities can also
be accessed and used on the move via an
app fits in with the business models and the
needs of e-commerce companies. Finally,
the modulo 6 system can be flexibly
expanded, e.g. according to the construction
progress of the project and designed in such a
way that it is constantly updated along
the life cycle of the building.
modulo 6 serves all three clusters, i.e., all main
and auxiliary buildings and systems. They
will be connected in stages as construction
progresses. The modulo 6 automation stations
monitor and control the HVAC and ventilation
systems, pumps, as well as the power supply.
Other functions supplied by third parties are also
integrated, for example lighting and alarms as
well as parking and access control systems.
In addition, special air-conditioning systems
such as direct expansion air-conditioning units
(DX Unit), which are necessary for the cooling of
the server rooms, are integrated.

SAUTER Vision Center and SAUTER EMS serve
as building and energy management systems.
The architecture of the building management system maps the structure of the building clusters.
The individual clusters are each equipped with a
BMS workstation that is connected to an Ethernet backbone via BACnet/IP.

Energy-optimised cooling supply
An energy-efficient control of the cooling supply is a particular challenge. The core of this
is a large cooling supply system and a thermal energy store with 16,000 kW/RT1 per
hour. The entire equipment for this system
with highly efficient cooling machines,
pumps and cooling towers is monitored and
controlled via the modulo 6 automation
stations. Here, the modulo 6 system and other
SAUTER products not only ensure safe
building operation, but also that the efficiency potential of the state-of-the-art
functions are fully exploited, and optimum
energy efficiency is achieved.

© Sauter

Comprehensive services
The first part of SAUTER's offering consisted of
the delivery, installation, and commissioning of
the building management system for the central
supply system and three buildings. The work
was successfully completed within six months of
the signing of the contract. The main focal points
of the overall order include: the delivery of
the building control system, the building
management system, the energy management
system for all three clusters, the cooling
building management system for the central
utility cluster, the system optimisation of the
cold-water system as well as extensive
measures for energy optimisation including the
maintenance of the systems over the next five
years. 


Arvind K. Swarnkar
Managing Director | SAUTER Middle East
arvind.swarnkar@ae.sauter-bc.com
www.sauter-controls.com
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What to Look for as You Develop Your
Upgrade Plan
Like your phone, your television and your car,
building automation systems have evolved dramatically over the last several years. Technology keeps
advancing and performance keeps improving,
giving you powerful new capabilities to help
make your building more secure, your systems
more efficient and your job easier.
That also means aging BAS hardware and software
components are being phased out of support
or discontinued. “Your provider should be pairing
any phase-outs with direct replacements,” says
Ahmad Abuothman, Johnson Controls General
Manager, Controls Fire & Security, Johnson
Controls, MEA. “The goal is to offer affordable
upgrades that users will find familiar but significantly better.”
Ahmad says providers should make it easy to
keep your BAS current. “Don’t wait for aging
components to fail,” he says. “Develop a stepby-step plan with your provider – a plan that fits
your timetable and budget.”
As you plan to modernize, look for systems that
will keep you on top of change, regularly adding
features to help enhance cyber security, improve
productivity and boost building performance.

8
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Enhance cyber security
Cyber security is an increasingly important consideration in an increasingly connected world.
Software and hardware upgrades can help you
prevent unauthorized access, meet IT standards
and stop depending on security patches. The latest supervisory controllers use secure operating
systems like Linux, comply with current security
standards and use features like secure boot,
which helps prevent malicious software from
downloading at system startup. Also check for
features like a cyber security health dashboard,
which alerts you to out-of-date software, policies
and permissions.

graphics so familiar in today’s technology.
Look for photorealistic images that make
visualization easy.
 Dashboards and widgets. Essential information should be logically organized and quickly
accessible.
 Reports, alerts and alarms. Following a clear
escalation protocol, your BAS should enable
your team to rapidly detect and troubleshoot
potential issues.

Boost building performance
Advances in BAS hardware and software can
smooth operations, enhancing overall building
performance.

Improve productivity
Modern systems are designed so that your team
spends less time navigating and more time taking
action.
 Intuitive user interface. The optimum approach
is to clearly organize relationships between
spaces and equipment – or the equipment
serving a space – enabling users to zero in on
the area of the facility that needs attention.
 Graphics and icons. Even new users can
move confidently through a BAS featuring the

 More powerful supervisory controllers. Putting
higher-capacity engines at the heart of your
system speeds processing and enhances
efficiency. Look for engines with diagnostic
LEDs to simplify service, and USB ports to
support future upgrades.
 Modernized equipment controllers. Controllers
that are easy to install and perform better
enhanced building operations. IP-enabled
controller options, especially those that can
be configured in a ring network, cost-effectively, deliver resiliency.

BACnet Insight

Additional provider services like
Our latest Metasys release, Metasys 11.0, features
remote monitoring, onsite training
FIPS 140-2 compliance, fault detection and fault
and technical support all enhance
triage – as well as all the Metasys capabilities
operator productivity. Finally,
you expect.
Ahmad Abuothman, General Manager, Controls,
upgrading software gives you a
Security & Fire, Johnson Controls MEA
better user interface, overcomes
30 years of innovation and partnership. From
common frustrations, and eases
the launch of Metasys in 1990 to today, Metasys
integration with new technologies
provides the experience, continuous enhanceand components. Equally
ments and partnership with our customers to
important, using the latest software helps re- help you do your job effectively.
Amplify troubleshooting with fault
duce the risk of security breaches. Look for
detection and triage
the option of a software subscription, which
With the phase-out of aging BAS components,
automatically keeps your system up to date
the urgent need to protect data and buildings,
While alarms tell you that system points have
over a specified term.
and more pressure than ever to get measurable
reached preset thresholds, fault detection offers
results, you can’t afford an out-of-date BAS.
an even smarter way to indicate potential building Modernize with Metasys
Let us help you set the path to cost-effective
system issues. Fault detection uses more system
upgrades – and gain the benefits that lead to a
points, delays and thresholds to highlight issues The Metasys building automation system delivers better bottom line. Talk to our Metasys experts
faster. This modern feature requires minimal the features and benefits that help you meet your today about modernizing your BAS. 

configuration and puts issues in context, auto- goals.
matically filtering and categorizing to help you
address the most pressing issues first. Fault World-class user interface, including the Cyber
detection also helps minimize nuisance reporting, Health Dashboard. Metasys sets the standard
further enhancing team productivity. Look for a for an intuitive UI, shortening the learning curve
bonus feature – a system that highlights energy- so your team can work more efficiently. The latest
saving opportunities.
release includes the award-winning Cyber
Health Dashboard, empowering you to quickly
Fault triage is a valuable add-on to fault detection. address potential security issues. Other Metasys
In addition to the fault name and description, you features include:
can see details, possible causes and activity.
Fault triage enables both experienced and inex-  Intuitive navigation by building space, for
perienced technical staff to find and fix issues
faster troubleshooting and less time on task.
fastly.
 Alarm Manager to quickly identify and
prioritize alarms, for faster troubleshooting.
Operate strategically
 Photo-realistic graphics, for cleaner
visualization right from your mobile device.
To get the greatest return on your BAS investment,  Built-in graphics manager, eliminating the
think strategically about operations and mainneed for separate tools to create or edit
tenance. It’s more cost-effective to regularly
graphics.
ensure system components are working than to
face sudden unplanned downtime. Ask your pro- Next-generation hardware
vider about BAS service agreements, which help
you identify opportunities for improvement and A full range of new Metasys network engines
should include:
offers sleek, compact design for easy installation,
high-capacity memory and processing to enable
 Controls device performance verification:
future upgrades, and essential features like the
Check all HVAC components associated with Linux OS and a secure boot feature as described
a piece of mechanical equipment to make
above. New Metasys equipment controllers create
sure devices are working.
a flexible N2-to-BACnet MS/TP migration path
 Controls system performance verification:
and feature updated protocol standardization
Inventory networks and controllers for
and system interoperability.
conformance to security and manufacturer’s
standards, ensuring your BAS network is as
secure as possible.
 Facility performance verification: Checks
control sequences and points associated
Ahmad. M. Abuothman I General Manager,
with a piece of equipment, identifying common
Controls, Fire & Security I Johnson Controls, MEA
issues and energy-wasters.
ahmad.abuothman@jci.com I www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_middleeast
“Don’t wait for aging components to fail. Develop
a step-by-step plan with your provider – a plan
that fits your timetable and budget.”
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Commissioning and Troubleshooting BACnet
Networks Securely Using VPNs
There has always been a need to access systems
remotely and securely, either for initial commissioning or for troubleshooting later over a
system’s lifetime. The advent of internet has
made it possible to access Building Automation
Systems from anywhere in the world. The days
of an HVAC system being in a silo are long gone.
There may be a requirement to just gather the
building performance data for energy optimization or to adjust the parameters remotely for
optimal operation. While this connection to the
internet provides ease of access, it also raises
some security concerns regarding unauthorized
access and misuse.
Fortunately, the world of Building Automation
is dominated by the BACnet protocol, and its
IP version, BACnet/IP, lends itself well to all the
enhancements and techniques deployed in the
Information Technology (IT) world. This includes
the use of IP routing, firewalls and Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs). BACnet Secure Connect (BACnet/SC) communication layer is
another example of including the security
aspects from the IP protocol, that powers
millions of safe credit card transactions every
day, into BACnet. The adoption of BACnet/
SC will take time and not everyone will replace
their working “non BACnet/SC legacy devices,”
so there is a need to maintain safe and secure
access for these legacy devices. Common techniques for remote access involve the use Port
Forwarding through a firewall and the use of a
VPNs. But the security provided and their ease
of setup for BACnet systems varies.

tion Systems to bad actors. The use of an Allowlist in an IP router with the list of originating IP
addresses allowed to access the system should
be used at a minimum. This is not a foolproof
method with IP spoofing, and the traffic over the
internet is still unencrypted.

A client can only succeed in creating a remote
connection if they have the client certificate and
security key that must be explicitly provided to it.

Remote Access via Virtual Private Networks
VPNs provide a secure method for accessing
BACnet systems for commissioning and troubleshooting. VPNs use the same Transport Layer
Security (TLS) standard that is the basis for
the new BACnet/SC communication layer. It
incorporates the use of security certificates and
keys that provide authentication to prevent
unauthorized access, data integration to prevent against data tampering, and encryption to
safeguard data as it traverses over the open
internet. A VPN server and a VPN client form
a secure communication channel or VPN
tunnel, that can provide remote access to all
kinds of data over the single IP port used
for VPN connection. The IP protocol port
numbers go up to 65535 – can be TCP or UDP –
and provide more security for remote communication than the well-known BACnet UDP ports.

There are two popular methods for VPN – Routing Mode and Bridge Mode – that can be used
to securely access BACnet systems. With Routing Mode, the remote site IP address and the
VPN address for the client are on separate subnets. This is the same as accessing a BACnet
system across an IP router with different subnets where broadcast messages are blocked. A
BACnet Broadcast Management Device (BBMD)
is required to relay the messages between the
different subnets. With a Bridge Mode VPN, a
VPN client device is assigned an IP address from
the same pool as the remote site subnet, and
the VPN connection occurs over Layer 2 of the
OSI Model. The bridge allows passing the broadcast messages over the VPN tunnel, and there
is no need to setup BBMD to discover and communicate with BACnet devices. The user has
the same application experience as if they were
present at the remote site.

Remote Access to BACnet Systems using Port Forwarding

© Contemporary Controls

Routing Mode vs Bridge Mode VPNs for
BACnet Access

Remote Access to BACnet Systems via
Port Forwarding
One current method of accessing devices
at remote locations involves setting up Port
Forwarding entries in the internet facing fire-wall/IP router. For BACnet/IP, this involves
setting up a port forward entry to a BACnet/
IP device, usually a BACnet router, behind the
firewall. BACnet communication occurs over
UDP ports 0xBAC0 to 0xBACF that are configured by the user. There are many port and IP
scanning programs available on the internet for
free that can be misused. With the popularity of
BACnet, malicious scanning software now also
scan for the UDP ports used by BACnet and can
provide information regarding Building Automa-

10
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Secure Remote Access to BACnet Systems using VPNs

VPNs can be setup between two sites or multiple
sites. It can be set up by the IT department for
large sites or can be set up by system integrators
using IP routers. Furthermore, remote sites benefit from the options of wired or wireless IP routers. Cellular IP routers can be used for locations
where wired internet connectivity is not possible or for buildings where the commissioning can
be done before the wired internet connection is
installed. To introduce secure remote access or
to securely connect current BACnet/IP systems
across sites, VPNs are needed. The BACnet/
SC communication layer will introduce inherent
secure communication to BACnet/IP systems.
BACnet/SC hubs will also allow the connection
between multiple sites without the need of VPNs
or BBMDs.
Cybersecurity is no longer an option. Every building automation system needs to be designed
with security for both the BAS and the enterprise. Remote access and digitalization technologies provide significant operational benefits and
cost savings to both the building owner and their
support contractor. But, along with that comes
the associated risks. This paper has presented
multiple ways to mitigate those risks. In the short
term, a Bridge VPN provides the best protection
with minimum complexity. Longer term BACnet/
SC will become a part of every BACnet product
offering. 


© Contemporary Controls

Remote Access Method

Data Encrypted

BBMD needed

Port Forwarding

No

Yes

Routed VPN with BACnet/IP

Yes

Yes

Bridge VPN with BACnet/IP

Yes

No

BACnet/SC

Yes

No

Security and ease of setup for BACnet access

© Contemporary Controls
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BACnet/SC: The Big Picture
Introduction
Every day we hear about concerns over cybersecurity and the disruptive effects it could have
on building infrastructure and operations. Often
cited concerns are network and information
security and infrastructure integrity. The growth
of interest in cloud-based applications has building owners, managers, BAS and IT professionals under pressure to create BAS infrastructures
that provide very high levels of security.
These concerns are well understood by BACnet’s
SSPC-135, who have been hard at work for
the past five years on a new technology called
BACnet Secure Connect (BACnet/SC) which is
now part of the BACnet standard. BACnet/SC
provides the means to create secure communications connections between BAS devices
both across the cloud, and within facilities.
BACnet/SC uses the latest techniques for
security and integrates easily with IT infrastructure. At the same time, BACnet/SC preserves
100% of the capabilities and is backwardcompatible with all existing BACnet deployments
and devices.

Why Do We Need This?
The world got along without the Internet for
a very long time. But no one can deny the
millions of benefits that worldwide interconnectedness has provided and continues to grow at a
relentless pace. But along with progress there
are also new challenges. Once our buildings and
their communications infrastructure are exposed
to the Internet, they become a target for exploitation and potential attack by others.
Even without Internet connectivity there are many
scenarios under which these same infrastructures can be exploited and disrupted from within
by those with malicious intent. Ironically, after
decades of successful effort to bring international
standards into BAS communications, that same
standardization can be used against us.

Can’t I Already Buy Solutions to These
Problems?
Sure, there are many companies offering what
I’ll call proprietary solutions to cybersecurity,
some of which are applicable to BAS as well as
IT requirements. But if we’ve learned anything
from the past 30 years of BAS technology developments, it’s that standards are better and more
robust long-term investments. Nearly every proprietary BAS that existed 30 years ago has been
displaced or replaced by BACnet-based systems
for this very reason.

In any system where there are centralized components, such as the BACnet/SC hub, it is
desirable to have the possibility of redundancy.
BACnet/SC allows you to have primary and
failover hubs. If nodes can’t reach the primary
hub, or lose connection and can’t reestablish it,
they can turn to a failover hub instead. When the
primary hub comes back, the nodes can then
switch back to the primary.
Because nodes are allowed to create and accept

What Exactly Does BACnet/SC Do?
BACnet/SC allows two BAS devices to establish a highly secure and encrypted connection
between each other, over which conventional
BACnet messages can be sent and received.
These connections can’t be “hacked” and can’t
be decrypted without proper certifications, and
the certifications themselves can’t be forged or
faked. This assures that only legitimate devices
can get connected together, and that the
content of their communications is completely
private. The mechanisms that assure this
security are based on established international
standards, best practices and are fully aligned
with IT standards.
What that means is that BACnet/SC uses the
same mechanisms that banks, military and other
entities use to secure their communications.
BACnet/SC allows two devices to make
such connections with each other directly.
Having said that, it is likely going to be much more
common to see essentially two kinds of
BACnet/SC
devices:
 A BACnet/SC “hub” that acts as a centralized
conversation manager
 A BACnet/SC “node” that makes a connection
to the hub, and sends all messages through
the hub, which in turn redistributes the
message(s) to recipient nodes

Figure 2 ©ASHRAE
www.ashrae.org

direct connections, the real picture may look
more like Figure 3. The point is that BACnet/SC
has flexibility in terms of the kind of architecture
that can be used in secure portions of a BACnet
network.

When Would BACnet/SC Be Beneficial?
There are many ways that BACnet/SC can be
deployed that provide distinct benefits. Like all
security, the question is: what is the threat that
you want to secure against?
If the concern is securing all BACnet devices
against internal threats, then you can convert all
existing BACnet devices to use BACnet/SC. In
this scenario even hackers with physical access
to the network, i.e. inside of a firewall, would be
unable to disrupt the BACnet network.

None of this is news to the technology side of
buildings. BAS and IT experts have known about
these possibilities for a long time and have
developed standards for securing against these
kinds of threats. However, only recently these
standards have come together in new ways
that are much better suited to addressing all of
the concerns of owners, managers, BAS and IT
professionals.
Figure 1 ©ASHRAE www.ashrae.org
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The problem here is that at the moment
BACnet/SC can’t “secure” MS/TP devices. So
this scenario only works if every device is a
BACnet/SC device (and therefore using Ethernet
and an IP infrastructure).

route between SC-MS/TP. In either case the
“local” network portions (shown with red *) are
“insecure” in the sense that they could be hacked
by someone with physical access to these local
segments. Of course, more traditional methods,
such as VPN, could still be used to provide
security on the BACnet/IP segment.

Not everyone needs or wants this kind of everywhere security. Much more common is the
desire to have Internet accessibility to the
building BAS that is secure on the public facing
(Internet) side of the building. There are several
different ways to do this.

Figure 4 ©ASHRAE www.ashrae.org

This might be a viable option for some, but
more realistically won’t there be a period of time
when there will need to be a mixture of (new)
BACnet/SC devices as well as older “regular”
BACnet devices? Yes and that’s where BACnet
routers come into the picture.
In this diagram, the main network is
secure because all of its devices are using
BACnet/SC. But there are also some “legacy”
BACnet/IP and MS/TP devices that can’t be
replaced with equivalent BACnet/SC devices.
The solution is to use a BACnet router that
can route between SC-IP or one that can

Figure 5 ©ASHRAE www.ashrae.org

Figure 6 ©ASHRAE www.ashrae.org
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Figure 7 ©ASHRAE www.ashrae.org

One way is to use either a BACnet/SC hub and
an SC-IP router, or a device that can do both
functions, on the inside of the building firewall.
This provides secure access across the Internet,
and then business as usual inside the building.

of BACnet routers will also adopt BACnet/SC into
their existing products. This will likely be only a
software change not necessarily requiring costly
replacement.

New Challenges
Another solution is to put the BACnet/SC hub
“in the cloud”, and an SC-IP router inside the
building firewall. This makes the external
(Internet) part of the network secure, while the
internal part of the building network is the same
as it is today.

What Does 100% Backward-Compatible
Mean?

© Fisher

In this context what we mean is that existing BACnet/IP and MS/TP devices can remain
in-place and can interact with BACnet/SC
devices through SC-X routers. This allows you
to migrate existing systems to higher levels of
security in an incremental fashion. For device
manufacturers it means that they don’t have to
reinvent all of their BACnet devices since 90%
of what they do for BACnet will be exactly the
same. We can expect that most manufacturers
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BACnet/SC makes it much easier to create
secure and standardized BAS infrastructure that
is backward-compatible with existing BACnet
deployments, friendly to IT best practices and
enabling cloud-based applications.


While BACnet/SC does provide a much more
secure network infrastructure, there is of
course a cost and new challenges. One of the
challenges is the creation and deployment of
so-called “secure certificates”. These are
somewhat like master keys and are used
in the generation and authentication of
BACnet/SC connections. As part of the
ongoing effort to achieve a more “holistic” kind
of cybersecurity, BACnet is also working on
standardized methods of certificate creation
and deployment that will ease the administrative
burden of using BACnet/SC.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

It's also important to keep the human element
in mind when implementing any cybersecurity
solution. BACnet/SC takes us a big step closer,
but humans are still going to play a very central
role in achieving higher levels of cybersecurity.

David Fisher
President | PolarSoft Inc
dfisher@polarsoft.com | https://polarsoft.com
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Conclusion

David Fisher is president of PolarSoft Inc. a
Pittsburgh-based software company that
specializes in BACnet software development
and consulting. He is an ASHRAE Life Member
and consultant to SSPC-135.
Fisher was a charter voting member of
ASHRAE's SPC 135P and has been very
active in the development of the BACnet
Standard since its inception. He has over
45 years experience in real-time software,
human-interface design and distributed direct
digital control systems. He attended CarnegieMellon University where he studied Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence.

Products

ASi BACnet/IP Controller with Integrated
Safety Unit up to SIL3 (BWU4001)
Reduced fire loads thanks to significantly less
cable, low installation effort, free choice of network topology and safety technology right on
board – the BTL-certified ASi BACnet/IP Controller with integrated safety unit up to SIL3
(BWU4001) from Bihl+Wiedemann combines
the advantages of BACnet, ASi and ASi Safety
in one device and is ideally suited for controlling
safe fire dampers and smoke extraction dampers, for example.
The ASi BACnet/IP Controller makes all data
from the field level available in BACnet without the need for additional "converters". The
device, which has two ASi masters and an integrated safety unit, can be used as a small standalone controller for safe fire dampers and smoke
extraction dampers, which typically reach a
safety level of SIL2. However, it can also be connected to a higher-level BACnet DDC or Building Management System and act as a gateway
between the controller and the ASi installation.

Building automation using AS-Interface

Comprehensive diagnostic functions for fast system analysis are then available via BACnet, web
server or as a plain text message on the integrated display of the gateway.

stub line to the next ASi cable. There is no
need to fit new cable trays for this purpose.



Whereas conventional parallel wiring for just a few
safety components already leads to huge bundles of cables and kilometer-long cable runs, ASi
allows all modules to be connected on a single
two-wire cable in a free topology. The single yellow profile cable or the orange E90 cable not only
supplies the safety components with data and
power – safely up to SIL3/PLe – but it also drastically reduces the wiring effort and, therefore, the
fire loads.
Subsequent changes and extensions of applications can also be implemented much more
easily with the ASi-BACnet solution from
Bihl+Wiedemann. For example, to simply lead
a new ASi module for controlling fire dampers, it is sufficient to merely lead a short

© Bihl+Wiedemann GmbH
ASi BACnet/IP Controller BWU4001 with Integrated
Safety Unit from Bihl+Wiedemann

© Bihl+Wiedemann GmbH

Thomas Rönitzsch
Corporate Communications at Bihl+Wiedemann
troenitzsch@bihl-wiedemann.de | www.bihl-wiedemann.com
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Solutions

© Thermokon

Room Operating Unit for the Highest Demands
The new room operating unit by Thermokon
convinces with its modern design consisting
of clear lines and a high-resolution 4.8” touch
screen with a glass surface (available in black
and white). The outstanding touch&feel of the
premium solution makes “thanos EVO” the first
choice for high-quality and design oriented facilities.
A special highlight for design-oriented interiors
are the brushed aluminium design covers. These
can be customised to match the colour of the
interior and let the room operating unit become
a visual highlight.

UNIQUE PERFORMANCE
Thanks to innovative features, room control with
thanos EVO is simple, intuitive and suitable for
all requirements. In addition to temperature and
humidity, the two air quality parameters CO2
and VOC are also measured; furthermore external sensor values can be displayed through the
BUS communication. The visualization of short
text messages and the use of 2D-room graphics, which, for example, make switching the light
ON/OFF more convenient for different users, also
support the intuitive operation of typical functions. Further features include an ECO function
and convenient blind control.
Configuration is also extremely simple: All device
parameters can be adapted to the conditions
through BACnet, Modbus, KNX interface or via an
app in conjunction with a Bluetooth dongle. Additional window contacts, card switches or motion
detectors can be integrated by means of a digital
input. The sophisticated enclosure design of “thanos
EVO” ensures efficient installation with reliable
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protection of sensitive components and precise
measurement results.


HIGHLIGHTS
 Intuitive and comfortable user interface to
control room climate, lighting and shading
 Integration of up to four sensors in one
device (temperature, relative humidity, CO2
and VOC)
 High-resolution 4,8" Touch screen with a real
glass surface
 Elegant design panels in brushed aluminum
(silver, graphite, anthracite, gold)
 2D room graphics to control lights and blinds
 Individual scenes can be defined and used
 Representation of individual logos (hotel,
company logo, etc.)
 ECO mode for an energy-efficient room control
 Clear visualization of values with trend logs
and traffic light indication
 Outputs: BACnet, KNX, RS485 Modbus
More: www.thermokon.de 



M.Sc. Cornelius Berns
Head of Global Sales | Thermokon Sensortechnik GmbH
Phone: 02778/6960-122
cornelius.berns@thermokon.de | www.thermokon.de

© Thermokon

Remote Diagnostics and Commissioning
Products

System
Integrator
Remote Site

RemoteVPN
Remote Site

EIGR-C

Perform Secure Remote
diagnostics and commissioning
over wired or wireless using
a Skorpion IP Router
EIGR-V

Learn more at www.ccontrols.com/remote

Variable Speed Drives as Part of IoT-Enabled
BMS
HVAC accounts for about 40% of the total energy
use in most buildings. Making HVAC systems
more efficient can bring substantial improvements in the overall building’s energy efficiency.
A study by the American Council finds cost savings of 24 – 32% when using smart HVAC and
smart lighting. So, it does make sense to consider
the “smartness” of components for successful
smart HVAC system deployment.
A good way to boost HVAC efficiency is to apply
variable speed control – drives help reduce
energy use in fans, pumps and compressors by
20 to 60% on average. To achieve this, it’s crucial
to ensure HVAC system components including
drives are well integrated into the building management system (BMS) for smarter and more
efficient HVAC management.
ABB’s drives not only ensure efficient HVAC
energy use but also allow easy integration into
the BMS for increased overall building efficiency.

Besides many other automation protocols, they
natively support the most common building automation protocol BACnet. And it’s hard to overestimate its benefits, including effortless interoperability between different systems and devices
in building automation and control. Through a
drive’s BACnet module it’s possible to remotely
control the drive, check its status, process values,
and much more. Thus, energy consumption by
drive-controlled HVAC applications can be easily
monitored via BACnet – giving a good base to
optimize building energy use.

panel-based wireless capabilities – cellular narrow
band and Bluetooth. The connectivity panel
enables a broad range of drive data to be easily
readable, but also visualized on the ABB AbilityTM
cloud portal. Cloud services allow remote monitoring of operational KPIs, events, real time and
historical parameter trends. And, of course,
users can easily get reports on energy savings
and HVAC efficiency. 


In addition, ABB is now introducing IoT support
using not only native protocols, but also drive-

© ABB

Maria Fedorovicheva
Global Product Marketing Manager | ABB Drives
maria.fedorovicheva@fi.abb.com | www.abb.com
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BACnet Interest Groups News

Calendar of BACnet Events
Date

Location

Event

Information

22.08. - 17.11.2021

Online

The Big 5 - International Building & Construction
Show

www.thebig5.ae

22.08. - 17.11.2021

Online

HVAC R EXPO

www.thebig5.ae/specialised-events/hvacrexpo

12.09. - 15.09.2021

Dubai, World Trade Centre, UAE

The Big 5 – International Building & Construction
Show

www.thebig5.ae

12.09. - 15.09.2021

Dubai, World Trade Centre, UAE

HVAC R EXPO

www.thebig5.ae/specialised-events/hvacrexpo

05.07. - 07.10.2021

Durham, NH, USA

21st BACnet International Annual PlugFest
Interoperability Event

www.bacnetinternational.org/page/plugfest

31.01. - 02.02.2022

Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

AHR Expo 2022

www.ahrexpo.com

31.01. - 02.02.2022

Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

2022 ASHRAE Winter Conference

www.ashrae.org/conferences/2022-winter-conference-las-vegas

13.03. - 18.03.2022

Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Light+Building 2022

light-building.messefrankfurt.com/frankfurt/en.html

2021

2022
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SALAM ALAIKUM FROM DUBAI
CONTINUING A DECADE LONG HISTORY
BY GROWING
Kieback&Peter is one of the leading providers of building automation. Founded in 1927, we have grown into an
international Group network with over 50 locations and around 1400 employees worldwide.
Using software and hardware, we interconnect heating, ventilation, air conditioning and other technology into
one optimized system. We take pride in doing what we know best: Digitalizing buildings for a better world.
Kieback&Peter ME LLC provides smart automation solutions for more comfort, efficiency, and security in
buildings – from Dubai, one of the fastest growing cities in the world, to all over the United Arab Emirates.

Kieback&Peter ME LLC | www.kieback-peter.com/en-ae
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